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THERAPY PACKAGE PRICING 
EACH THERAPY IS $150/THERAPY UNLESS PURCHASED IN A PACKAGE

Therapy Packages are now based solely on number of sessions of individual therapies and 
may be mixed as needed per doctor recommendations and used over time

Individual Therapy Sessions - $150 each 

10 Session package - $1,300

20 Session package - $2,400

30 Session package - $3,200

40 Session package - $4,000

THERAPY INFORMATION
Hyperthermia:  Local hyperthermia is used to heat a small area like a tumor. A high temperature true-infrared 
instrument is used to kill the cancer cells by coagulating the proteins in them and destroying nearby blood vessels. In 
effect, this 'cooks the area' that is exposed to the heat. While the damage is done to the cancer, the patient simply feels a 
warm sensation that is both comfortable and noninvasive.

PEMF (Pulsed Electro Magnetic Field Therapy): Pulsed Magnetic fields emit a 3-D dimensional magnetic field into the 
body, creating an extraordinary effect.  It delivers harmonic impulses that resonate the entire cell membrane. This ringer 
effect creates faster results.  It helps to re-energize cells by inducing electrical changes within the cell that helps the body 
restore the cell to a more normal state.  Cellular Metabolism can be boosted, blood cells can be regenerated, circulation 
can be improved and oxygen capacity can be increased.  The immune system can become healthier, the nervous system 
can relax, bones and joints can become stronger and the body may begin detoxing.

Medsonix Acoustic Wave Therapy - Medsonix transducer produces low-frequency, acoustic pressure waves that flow 
through a liquid medium and are transferred through air into the patient’s body. Waves project 360 degrees in an 
omnidirectional beam pattern and extend up to 20 feet but are most effective within eight to ten feet.

Class IV Laser: Laser therapy for pain control and increasing the rate of healing is an amazing tool with a multitude of 
benefits. Laser quality is graded into classes in which Class IV is the most powerful therapeutic laser available.

Light Beam Generator: The LBG is a type of Rife machine, in that it uses light frequencies, yet the LBG is not 
programable. It cycles through the human body frequencies to help move lymph. The LBG is therefore a wonderful tool 
to increase lymphatic drainage and support detoxification.

Micro-current: Electrical energy and light have been used for treating health conditions and pain relief since ancient 
times. Modern research and technology have allowed the creation of much more precise electro-therapeutic tools. 
Auction micro current can be a great tool to help heal as well as decrease pain.

Hyperbaric Oxygen: Using HBOT for cancer is based on the fact that most cancers, at their center, lack oxygen and 
multiply in a hypoxic environment. Oxygen has shown to aide in the body's ability to kill the cancer.


